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Acoustical Manufacturer LAMVIN Introduces Hushwood™ Sustainable Panels to the Market 

Oceanside, CA, May 31, 2022 | LAMVIN, a Catalyst Acoustics Group company and manufacturer of premium 
acoustical products, is delighted to announce the launch of Hushwood™ acoustic panels, adding to its 
sustainable Hushtone line of PET products. Hushwood features a facing of wood-veneered slats evenly 
spaced to expose a black PET felt backing. The innovative design creates striking linear patterns on walls or 
ceilings while also allowing for simple and intuitive installation.  

Hushwood panels measure a sizeable 24” x 96” x 0.87” 
and ship ready to install, though they can easily be cut to 
size in the field, if desired. The product is ASTM E84-Class 
I/B fire-rated and available in four natural and attractive 
woodgrain finishes: Ash, Walnut, Oak, or Birch. 

David Castellanos, President of LAMVIN, spoke of the 
launch enthusiastically sharing, “based on the success 
we’ve seen from the rest of our Hushtone line, as well as 
our Sonic Timber family of products just launched in 2021, 
we knew we wanted to find a way to combine the two. By 
uniting PET and wood, Hushwood is that solution, and we 
can’t wait to share it with the world.”  

Like products in the Sonic Timber™ line, Hushwood is an eco-friendly alternative to wood building materials. 
“It comes at a considerably lower price than wood products,” Castellanos added.  

Learn more about Hushwood and see how beautiful quiet can be at www.lamvin.com/hushwood  

### 

About LAMVIN 

Founded in 1961, LAMVIN is a leading manufacturer of quality, custom architectural acoustical products for walls 
and ceilings. We attribute our success to our innovative products, excellent lead times and our friendly and 
responsive customer service. Learn more about LAMVIN, its product line, educational opportunities, and more by 
visiting lamvin.com .  

About Catalyst Acoustics Group 

Catalyst Acoustics Group is the parent company of an elite group of acoustic, seismic, vibration and noise control 
companies that together, offer the broadest portfolio of noise control solutions in the market today.  The 
independent brands, channels to market, products and services offered by each business remain unique, while 
leveraging the scale, deep functional expertise, broad channel reach and significant financial resources. For more 
information about Catalyst Acoustics Group or its affiliated companies, visit catalystacoustics.com.  
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